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Abstract: Background: In the field of precision nutrition, predicting high-dimensional metabolic
response to diet and identifying groups of differential responders are two highly desirable steps
towards developing tailored dietary strategies. However, proper data analysis tools are currently
lacking, especially for complex settings such as crossover studies. Current methods of analysis
often rely on matrix or tensor decompositions, which are well suited for identifying differential
responders but lacking in predictive power, or on dynamical systems modelling, which may be
used for prediction but typically requires detailed mechanistic knowledge of the system under study.
Objectives: To remedy these shortcomings, we aimed to explore dynamic mode decomposition
(DMD), which is a recent, data driven method for deriving low-rank linear dynamical systems from
high dimensional data. Methods: To allow integration of complex data from several dietary inputs
to the metabolic system, we combine parametric DMD (pDMD) with DMD with control (DMDc).
The resulting method allows (i) to predict the postprandial metabolic response of a new diet given
only the metabolic baseline and dietary input, and (ii) to identify inter-individual differences in
metabolic regulation, useful in determining metabotypes, i.e., metabolic phenotypes in dynamic
data. To our knowledge, this is the first time DMD has been applied to metabolomics data. Results:
pDMDc enabled a data-driven construction of low-dimensional dynamical models, able to capture
the underlying dynamics of the metabolome after three dietary challenges. We demonstrate the
utility and accuracy of the model in a crossover study setting on both measured and simulated data.
Using simulated data, metabolic response to a new diet was accurately predicted having trained on
four diets, with an average cosine similarity score of 0.6 (SD = 0.27). In measured data, we identified
previously published metabolic groups with 100% overlap. Discussion: Accurate predictions via
pDMDc require data from several dietary exposures with large variation, which can be costly to
collect to confirm the efficacy of the method. A possible remedy is to share data among individuals
using the mixed-effects framework. Employing pDMDc paves the way towards using control theory
to approach PN by estimating the optimal input given a target metabolite trajectory.
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